
Report of LTER ASM Working Group on the Disappearing Cryosphere, 12 Sept. 2012, 
Longs Peak/Chasm Lake Room, The Estes Park Center, CO.  

This workshop was the latest in a series of meetings about the LTER cross-site research initiative 
on the Disappearing Cryosphere. The purposes of the meeting were to 1) brainstorm about 
priority scientific issues related to climate change impacts on the global cryosphere, as seen from 
LTER sites, and 2) try to map a way forward to energizing research (within or cross-site) in the 
area. The meeting was attended by 37 people representing 11 LTER sites (see Table appended). 

A lively discussion ensued. This discussion can be distilled down to a list of six general themes 
that might be pursued in future LTER-site-based research and cross-site synthesis: 

 Changing seasonality of winter (changing temporal patterns) and other seasons; 

 Changing ecosystem connectivity; 

 Changing spatial patterns in the land (or sea-) scape; 

 Changes in foodweb structure (composition) and function (e.g., biogeochemical cycles); 

 Quantifying the surface energy budget (balance) at sites, and 

 Changing carbon cycle in cryosphere regions 

Other topics were also raised, including the likelihood of sudden binary transformations versus 
more gradual shifts, how to categorize (e..g., physical, biogeochemical, biotic) and quantify 
changing connectivity, how changing temporal and spatial patterns interact (e.g., does changing 
seasonality cause changes in connectivity?), defining seasons (e.g., when is spring?), emergence 
of novel ecosystems, quantifying changes in ice mass/volume. 

We also discussed how to raise the visibility of cryosphere change and loss, both within the 
scientific community and the general public.  

Finally we talked about the way forward for pursuing organized research on the disappearing 
cryosphere in the LTER Network. Several opportunities were identified: 

 Responding to the LTER Network call for Synthesis proposals 

 Submitting a proposal for a Research Coordination Network (RCN) 

 Submitting a focused Collaborative Research Proposal. 

The RCN option seemed like the best opportunity, in terms of effort vs payoff. The session 
organizer observed that the Disappearing Cryosphere initiative has been proceeding along 
quietly at a low level, with one significant achievement (the recent article in BioScience1), but so 
far without payoff in a research proposal. We need a hero or heroes to step forward and pursue 
these action items.  
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Appendix: Attendees, Disappearing Cryosphere Working Group, LTER ASM, Estes Park, 
CO, 12 Sept. 2012 

Name  Site Email 
Ducklow Hugh PAL hducklow@mbl.edu 
Saba Grace PAL saba@marine.rutgers.edu 
Martinson Doug PAL dgm@ldeo.columbia.edu 
Adams Byron MCM bjadams@byu.edu 
Ryun Leilei KBS ryunleil@msu.edu 
Kahmark Kevin KBS kahmark@msu.edu 
Shaver Gus ARC gshaver@mbl.edu 
Stammerjohn Sharon PAL sharon.stammerjohn@colorado.edu 
Miles Travis PAL tnmiles@marine.rutgers.edu 
Vandegehuchte Martijn MCM MartijnVandegehuchte@gmail.com 
Dugan Hilary MCM .hdugan3@uic.edu 
Couto Nicole PAL nicoleabcouto@gmail.com 
Hollingsworth Jamie BNZ jhollingsworth@alaska.edu 
Brzezinski Mark SBC markbrzezinski@lifesci.ucsb.edu 
Emery Katherine SBC katherine.emery@lifesci.ucsb.edu 
Wall Diana MCM diana.wall@colostate.edu 
Juday Glenn BNZ gpjuday@alaska.edu 
Huryn Alex ARC huryn@bama.ua.edu 
Schofield Oscar PAL oscar@marine.rutgers.edu 
Doney Scott PAL sdoney@whoi.edu 
van Gestel Natasja PAL natasja.gestel@ttu.edu 
Campbell John HBR jlcampbell@fs.fed.us 
Steinberg Deborah PAL debbies@vims.edu 
Huang Kuan PAL huangk@princeton.edu>;  
Smithers Brian CCE bsmithers@ucdavis.edu 
Dovel Shonna CCE sdovel@ucsd.edu 
Monger Curtis JRN cmonger@nmsu.edu 
Gorman Kristen PAL kgorman@sfu.ca 
Daniels Will ARC william_daniels@brown.edu 
Jones Jay BNZ jay.jones@alaska.edu 
Harms Tamara BNZ tkharms@alaska.edu 
Gooseff Mike MCM mgooseff@engr.psu.edu 
Caine Neil NWT cainen@colorado.edu 
Viso Rich GCE rviso@coastal.edu 
Deegan Linda ARC ldeegan@mbl.edu 
Melack John SBC melack@bren.ucsb.edu 
Waldrop Mark BNZ mwaldrop@usgs.gov 

 


